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TechnoPoet Marking Sheet: Pocketful of Poems 
 

Title Page  

 text looks good and is easy to read: title, heading, poems, name, date 

/6  page border is attractive 

Rhyming Poems  

Text Wrap  picture inserted  text wrap is effective  

  text looks good and is easy to read /3 

Picture Styles  picture inserted  picture style changed 

/4   text wrap is effective  text looks good and is easy to read 

What Bugs Me  creative  word choices make sense 

/6 

Poem 1  correct spelling  picture is suitable 

  text wrap is effective  text looks good and is easy to read 

What Bugs Me  creative  word choices make sense 

/7 

Poem 2  words rhyme  correct spelling 

  picture is suitable  text wrap is effective 

  text looks good and is easy to read 

Picture Poems  

Cat WordArt:  meowing  cat  part of cat  description 

/8 

  variety of WordArt styles  interesting word choices 

  correct spelling  objects are stacked attractively 

Poem WordArt:  action  object  part  description 

/10 

  original  variety of WordArt styles 

  correct spelling  interesting word choices 

  picture is suitable  objects are stacked attractively 

Descriptive Poetry  

Computer words have been replaced using the thesaurus and they make sense: 

/9 

  fast  fun  useful  happy  computer 

  picture is suitable  picture style changed 

  text wrap is effective  text looks good and is easy to read 

Poem  follow pattern: name, parts, description, reason, emotion, name 

/12 

  original  appropriate descriptive words 

  correct spelling  pictures are suitable 

  text wrap is effective  text looks good and is easy to read 

Tongue Twister  

Poem  follow pattern: who, did what, where, when, why 

/10 

  creative  words have similar sounds 

  correct spelling  picture is suitable 

  text looks good and is easy to read 

Comment: 

 

 

 

 

 

TOTAL: /75 
 

Evaluate student progress 
with the customizable 
marking sheet. Criteria 
includes both technology 
skills and language arts 
objectives. 

TechnoKids Inc.
Typewritten Text
Learn more about TechnoPoet

http://www.technokids.com/Store/Elementary-School/TechnoPoet/poetry-lessons.aspx



